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By Edie Moore McGee

A MARYLAND COUPLE TRAVELS TO CHINA TO ADOPT A CHILD- AND BECOMES A CHAPTER IN THE YEAR'S BIGGEST HEALTH-SCARE STORY.

Christian agency committed to saving

U.S. Immigration and Naturalization

children, not "selling" them. We chose

Service (now the Bureau of Citizenship

could have been lifted out of any chain

China because it was the best-run program

and Immigration Services, Department

hotel in the Midwest. It's a room off the

for which we, a middle-aged couple with

of Homeland Security), and received

lobby that seats about thirty patrons,

minor medical issues, a short marriage and

approval to adopt abroad. Then we authen

furnished with brass-and-glass tables,

a divorce in the past, would qualify. We

ticated the entire package and sent our

brightly upholstered cushy chairs, and

chose to adopt after we weighed the risks

dossier to China on November 30, 200 1 ,

potted plants. There s a handsome couple

of carrying a child to term against the

the day before the new rules went into

in evening clothes, crooning in unaccented

benefits of parenting a child who was

effect.

English tunes recorded by everyone from

already present in the world.

Dear Madeline:
Your dad and I are sitting in a bar that

the Carpenters to the Police. We're not in

Adoptable Chinese children are

After that, all we could do was wait
for Beijing to issue our referral (approval

Cincinnati, though; we're in Beijing, on

generally healthier and have fewer bonding

our way to you. We've been on this journey

problems than kids from other countries.

could take 1 5 months or more. Miracu

for nearly two years, and we're anxious to

Because of its one-child policy and cultural

lously, in early fall 2002, we heard a rumor

meet you.

preference for boys, China also has an

that Beijing intended to clear its backlog

abundance of girls available for adoption,

by the time the Chinese New Year roll�d
around in February. The rumor turned

I scrawled these words in a diary while
my husband, Kevin, and I were sitting in

and we wanted a daughter.
We spent the next six months doing

of our application) -a process we knew

out to be true! Slowly the referral time

the bar of the Beijing Radisson at the end

reams of paperwork to meet the require

decreased, and by the second Christmas of

of our first full day in China: Saturday,

ments of three governmental entities: the

our "paper pregnancy" we knew our referral

March 29, 2003. We'd already had a whirl

state of Maryland (we live in Millersville);

was imminent.

wind jaunt through Beijing and were

the federal government, which imposes
n January 23, 2003, at 1 1 : 32

looking forward to more sightseeing the

requirements for sponsoring a minor

next day. On Monday, we'd be on our way

immigrant; and the People's Republic

a.m., m y office phone rang. W e had heard

to Nanning and to adopt Madeline.

of China, which has standards for parental

that our referrals had been shipped two

At that point, I expected us to settle
into parenthood and wait to receive

health, wealth and character.
To meet the Maryland requirements,

days before, and when I saw the number
on the caller ID, I chalked up another "win"

Madeline's paperwork before moving

we hired a social worker to conduct a home

for our excellent rumor mill. I must have

on to Guangzhou, then Hong Kong. Little

study, which requires assorted personal,

gasped, too, because my senior manager,

did we know that our adventure would

medical and financial background checks.

who was in my office, said, "It must be

bring us face-to-face with an epidemic

During the home study, we learned that

your adoption agency," then quickly

China was changing its rules and planned

excused himself.

and our proverbial 1 5 minutes of fame.
Our adoption journey began in May,

to impose quotas on the foreign adoption

"Edie, you have a daughter," said

200 1 , when we applied to America-World

agencies. We hurriedly completed our

Katherine Rinaldi, our agency's family

Adoption Association, a missions-oriented

paper chase, sent our home study to the

coordinator. "And she's beautiful. I can't
9

wait for you to see the picture!" After

and friends, representing 1 7 families. We

Katherine hung up, I called Kevin, but he

reached Beijing on March 28, and over the

wasn't in. I blew my nose, wiped mascara

next two days saw as much of the city as

off my cheeks and opened my office door

possible. But although the sightseeing was

to find a small crowd of colleagues gathered

fun, we were in China for a purpose.

in the hall.
"We have a girl," I told them, "but no
details until I can tell Kevin." By the time

Monday, March 3 1 -"Gotcha Day,"
as it's known in the adoption community
-dawned cloudy and warm. We headed

I reached him two hours later, I had a copy

south to Nanning, where three hours later

of our daughter's picture. Indeed, she was

we stepped off the plane to oppressive heat

beautiful.
We also started to notice the red threads.

and humidity. Summer had already arrived
in Nanning.

The Chinese believe that an invisible

Our guides, Alice and Roger, led us to

red thread connects those who are meant

our hotel, where they told us that we were

to be together. The thread may tangle or

leaving for the Civil Affairs Office (and

stretch, but it never breaks. Most children

our babies) in 30 minutes. After taking

adopted from China are referred by the

quick showers, Kevin and I were back on

China Center for Adoption Affairs, and

the bus. Our hearts were in our throats.

most parents see their child's picture or

In minutes, we'd be parents.

learn her name for the first time when the

A nanny waits with several of the
children who were i n the adoption
group, including Madeline (right).

At the Civil Affairs Office, Alice led
red and black pajamas. One of the nannies

referral arrives. Identifying the red threads

us to a ceremonial room where we lined

-happy coincidences or, in our view,

the walls. Soon a bespectacled woman

carrying a baby clad in red and black caught

evidence of God's hand- is a popular

entered and introduced herself as the head

my eye and pointed to her cheek, then to

of civil affairs for the province and the

the baby's cheek. I knew she'd seen the

orphanage officials who had joined us.

pictures we'd sent the orphanage and was

diately. First, Madeline had dimples

She spoke about raising children while we

telling us, "This one is yours."

and a square face with a prominent chin

watched a parade of nannies with babies

As the official called each family name,

- just like me. Second, the night before

through the open door behind her. After

we came forward to receive our children.

pastime among parents-to-be.
We noticed two red threads imme

the referral came, Kevin and I had settled

administering an oath to us, she asked for

"Mah-gee, Ke-bin an Edit. Min An An."

on a name: "Madeline Ann [Chinese name]

the babies to be brought in.

I held out my arms. The young woman

Seventeen young women entered

smiled, touched my shoulder and said to

and "Ann" is a family name. Then we

carrying two groups of babies -one group

Madeline, "Mama." She pointed to Kevin,

learned that Madeline's orphanage name

in pink and white sleepers and the other in

hovering by my side with the video camera,

McGee." We liked the name "Madeline,"

was "Min An An." This child was
definitely our daughter. We decided
to call her "Madeline An An McGee."
The next nine weeks were a happy
blur. We settled into a new house and
worked through endless "to do" lists.
During one busy afternoon, we hosted the
health department and the fire department
for inspections and our social worker for
another interview, while our builders milled
about and repaired various glitches. We
attended a meeting with other parents-to
be. We contacted an "orphan doctor" at
Johns Hopkins University and arranged to
have Madeline examined upon our return.
We roamed the aisles of Babies 'R Us and
bought dozens of things that we never knew
we needed. Finally, we filled four bags
with clothing, diapers, medicine, formula
and food.
By the morning of March 27, we were
ready to go.
We left Baltimore with another couple
and met the rest of our fellow travelers at
Chicago's 0'Hare Airport -56 moms and
dads, grandparents, siblings, aunts, uncles
10

Not surprisingly, the children who were adopted by the McGees' travel group reacted
in varying ways when asked to pose for a photo op. Most children adopted from China
are referred by the China Center for Adoption Affairs.

Edie and Madeline share a mother-daughter moment Adoption from
China is paper-intensive; applicants must m eet requirem ents set forth

by their home state, the federal governm ent and the People's Republic
of China. It took the McG ees six months to complete the paperwork.

it didn't fit; the orphanage records

and said, "Baba." Then a tear rolled down

I dragged myself to a meeting to complete

her cheek. Seeing that, Madeline's face

our paperwork for the next day's appoint

suggested that she was a spirited child.

crumpled and she began to howl, as did

ments. Another mom, back for her second

The nanny told me that she had named

almost every other baby in the room.

child, looked at my shell-shocked face and

An An when she arrived at the orphanage,

said, "Try not to worry. Madeline's reaction

and that her name meant "safe and sound."

For a moment I was tempted to hand
our daughter back- I truly felt as if I was

only means that she loved her nanny. Your

ripping a child out of her mother's arms

child knows how to love and to trust. That's

we had decided to retain An An as part

-but instead I held Madeline in one arm,

a blessing. Tonight was hard, but in the

of her name. Madeline was found at three

wrapped my other arm around the nanny,

long run, you'll have it easier than most

days of age on the steps of a police sub

and started to cry as well.

people here." We held onto her words like

station. Clearly, her birthparents intended

a promise.
he next few hours were difficult.

The next day, after more interviews

I was overwhelmed- and so glad that

for her to be safe and sound. And she
would be with us.

I remember other nannies taking pictures

with Chinese officials, we completed

of the three of us, then someone hustling

the adoption. Yet I was worried about

Madeline had developed a croupy cough
and a temperature of 1 00. I now know that

By the time the meetings had ended,

Madeline's nanny out of the room as she

Madeline. She was sullen as we went from

started to cry again. I remember riding

office to office. She let me hold her, feed

a slightly elevated temperature is nothing

back to the hotel holding an inconsolable

her, brush her hair and dress her, but she

to worry about and that Madeline runs

Madeline, whispering to her in the few

was distant, unsmiling and almost hostile.

words of Chinese we'd learned. I remem

I met with the orphanage staff and

a fever while teething and after routine
immunizations. In my inexperience,

ber having our picture taken for the adop

talked with the head nanny about Madeline.

though, I nervously called Alice, our

tion certificate -two smiling, sweaty

We had been especially curious to learn

coordinator. "I think our child might

adults and a screaming baby.
After Madeline cried herself to sleep,

how she got her name, "An An," which

be sick. Do you think we can see

we thought meant "peaceful." We knew

a Western doctor?"
11

I thought, "This can't be SARS." After
all, the baby was improving and we had
followed my doctor's "how not to get sick"
advice. Nevertheless, we decided not to
discuss my problems with others in our
group or with the folks back home.
evin and I kept attending meetings
and went shopping in the stores near the
hotel. I drank fluids to avoid dehydration
and popped Motrin and DayQuil like candy.
Our pictures from the time show my
grinning but flushed face and sweaty brow.
My heart was joyful, but my body hadn't
gotten the message.
On Friday, when Madeline's adoption
documents and passport were ready, we
flew to Guangzhou, the epicenter of SARS
(Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) and
home of the U.S. consulate that processed
immigrant visas. Grateful for cooler
Madeline ch ecks her makeup b efore heading out for the day. Below: After passing her
physical for immigration, Madeline was all smiles on the streets of Guangzhou; the McGees
and the other adopting fami lies toured Beijing with their g u ide, Sh erry, b efore traveling to
Nanning for "Gotcha Day."

weather, we kept going. Madeline passed
her immigration physical, but by Monday
I felt worse than ever.
For the remainder of our visit, we
stayed close to the hotel. We had been
warned to avoid Guangzhou 's famed open
air markets and cultural attractions, since
the extent of the SARS epidemic was now
apparent. Our agency offered to reroute
flights home through Beijing instead of
Hong Kong. Kevin and I decided to return
home a day early and canceled our
overnight layover in Hong Kong.
On Wednesday, April 9, we boarded
an early morning flight to Hong Kong, and
at noon departed for Chicago from a tomb
like Hong Kong International Airp01t. The
trip back was somber and very different
from the journey over. On our flight to
Beijing, every seat was taken, but we had
congregated in the plane's galleys, gotten
to know our fellow adoptive parents and
chatted up the flight attendants, who were
more than happy to keep the liquid refresh
ments flowing. On the way back, the flight
was half-empty and the attendants were

In minutes, Alice hustled us off to the

flu-like symptoms -low-grade fever,

local university hospital. The emergency

hacking cough, aches and pains. I'd felt

room was modem and clean, and our wait

odd ever since we had arrived in Nanning,

By now, Madeline was adjusting to us
-and rapidly becoming her sprightly self.

was short. A young doctor examined

but because the city was hotter and more

She didn't sleep until we were 30 minutes

Madeline, using a hardware store flashlight

humid than anything I'd experienced in

outside of O'Hare, when she nodded off

to check her throat and ears, and determined

months, I chalked up my malaise to the

in my arms. When we passed through

that she had a viral infection. After giving

sudden change in climate and the stress

Immigration, the inspector looked at her

us prescriptions for amoxicillin, a decon

of becoming a mother to a sick child who

and said with a grin, "Well, it's another

gestant and a nasty-tasting antiviral

didn't seem to like us very much.

lucky kid!" With a stamp and a stroke

medicine, he sent us on our way.
Madeline bounced back quickly, but
by Wednesday, April 2, I had developed
12

wearing surgical masks and latex gloves.

Despite the increasing number of
reports in the media, fueled by the World
Health Organization's arrival in Guangzhou,

of his pen, Madeline became a citizen.
Her warm welcome to America was
short-lived, however. On the way to the

domestic gate, she was awakened by an
overly zealous security inspector who
insisted that she be removed from her
harness so that it could be X-rayed. I didn't
know terrorists had sunk so low. As we
took off, she started whimpering and
pawing her ears, and she remained unhappy
all the way home. Kevin's folks met us
right outside the security perimeter- two
very tired parents with their first grandchild.
At the time, many returning parents
in the China adoption community were
choosing to be quarantined for 1 0 days.
We thought this was excessive, and we
knew that Kevin's parents would never
agree to wait that long to meet their grand
child. To be safe, though, we decided not
to leave the house much during our first
few days home.
I did, however, take Madeline to our
family practitioner, Dr. Joanne Watson,

It di dn't take Madeline long to develop typical Am erican (French?) tastes, as Kevin
discovered late one evening at a McDonald's i n G uangzhou. The hotel dining room
was closed, so it was nice to see those familiar Golden Arches nearby.

the day after we returned to get more
amoxicillin for what I was sure was an
ear infection. I also told Dr. Watson about
my illness in China. She attributed it to
the same causes I had -jet lag, dehydra

He wasn't in protective clothing and kept

seen reports on television about people in

tion, stress- but told me to keep in touch.

a healthy distance. W hen Kevin arrived

isolation, we wondered if the hospital

When we took the baby to Johns

the guard led us all to an isolation room,

intended to notify the media. She assured

Hopkins, the doctor pronounced her

where a group of doctors and nurses waited

us that the media would not be called.

"healthy but small" and advised us to

-in masks, gowns, gloves and goggles.

continue treating her scabies and to feed

Five hours later, after we had endured

I'm sure her intentions were the best.
I'm also sure the media train had already

her whatever she'd eat. By the end of the

assorted questions, tests, X-rays and

left the station by the time. we reached

next week, Easter weekend, all of us were

specimen collections, the nurse-manager,

home.

over jet lag and feeling better, and we

who had been presiding over this circus,

decided that Madeline would make her

re-entered our isolation chamber and

of information and tell people on a "need

announced, "Edith, you have a probable

to know" basis. We called Kevin's parents

case of SARS." (I later learned that she

and my brother and sister-in-law, Mike and

social debut in church.
y Monday night, however, both
Kevin and I were feeling sick. Kevin

We decided we would limit the spread

had used the wrong term; I was merely

Alice. Alice offered to purchase groceries

a "suspected" case.) She went on to explain

and leave them on our porch. Our niece,

thought he was suffering from allergies,

that I would have to be isolated until 1 0

Rebecca, who worked at a photo store,

but my symptoms from Nanning had

days after all symptoms had abated, and

offered to develop our film from China.

returned with a vengeance, and this time

that Kevin and Madeline would have to

We did not call my family in Tennes

with an added problem: shortness of breath.

stay inside for three days- unless they

see. Before the trip, my mother had called

developed symptoms, in which case they'd
be isolated, too. She added that only the

in a swivet, fearful that we would be ex

on Tuesday, I called Dr. Watson's office.
Within minutes she returned the call and

Centers for Disease Control could verify

wasn't open for debate. Our child was

said, "It's probably nothing, but I think we

whether I actually had the disease, and the

waiting in China, and we were going.

need to rule out SARS, and a hospital is

process might take a few days.

When my temperature reached 1 0 1

the best place to do that." She agreed to
make the arrangements. If I was sick, it

Then came the ground rules: No stops
on the way home. No visitors, even for

posed to SARS. I responded that the issue

he next morning, I received the first
of many calls from the Anne Arundel

was likely that everyone in the house would

emergencies (including the guy I had

County Health Department. After fielding

get sick, so we decided that all of us should

scheduled to fix my dishwasher). I was

several dozen questions from Dr. Sohail

be tested. We left immediately.

to check in with the health department

Qarni and his nurse, Marie Crawford, I

twice a day; they would call the next

went back to bed, expecting a peaceful

the emergency room door, where a security

morning with instructions. If my symptoms

recovery.

guard stepped up and asked, "Ma'am,

worsened, I was to call 9 1 1 and let county

are you Mrs. McGee?" When I said yes,

emergency services know that I was

officer at the health department called.

he led me to one side as a staff member

"the SARS lady," so they could send an

"I really hate to tell you this," she said,

approached, bringing masks for us to wear.

ambulance crew in protective gear. Having

"and I don't know the source of the leak,

Kevin dropped Madeline and me at

Later that day, though, a public affairs

13

Elizabeth Cohen, called and requested an
on-camera interview. Although I was
feeling better, I was still supposed to avoid
contact with others. CNN asked if we
could provide footage, using our camcorder,
and ship the tape. Our faces would be
obscured for the broadcast. We complied,
and the result was a delightful piece.
Elizabeth and her producer were so pleased
with our footage -"This is better than
the stuff we get from our affiliates!" that they jokingly offered to award us
academic credit for our experience in news
production.
A group photo of the happy new families, with the McGees proudly sitting front and center.
Opposite: Madeline and Alex seem to be studying the nutritional aspects of a potential
snack before deciding to indulge.

Over the next 1 0 days I continued
to improve- and talk to the press. On
Monday, May 5, Kevin returned to work,
and later that day the health department
called to let me know I was free at last.
Ten days had elapsed since I had run
a fever.

but The Washington Post has your name.

but I know this is you, and I'm worried

They just called to confirm that the sus

sick." Recognizing a shoulder to cry on,

pected SARS patient in Anne Arundel

I confessed. So much for privacy.

County is Edith McGee. We refused
to comment, of course."
My reply cannot be printed in a family

Later that day, Nurse Marie called and

Within minutes, television reporters
were calling again, this time for on-camera
interviews. Granted, we were a great
human-interest story: "Middle-aged

dropped another bomb. "The Post has been

woman goes to China, adopts adorable

bugging our public affairs people all day.

child, gets very sick, then recovers just
in time for Mother's Day!"

publication, and when I hung up I was

They're sure it's you. Won't you give them

trembling with anger. A few moments

a telephone interview?" After she assured

later, the phone rang again. It was a Post

me that Phuong Ly, the reporter now on the

Baltimore and Washington sent crews.

Over the next two weeks, stations from

reporter. I hung up. He called again.

story, was "nice," Kevin and I granted an

Phuong Ly dropped by with a photographer

Kevin grabbed the receiver and shouted,

anonymous interview, hoping it would put

in tow. Our local rag, the Maryland

"If you print anything about my wife, we're

an end to the media interest.

Gazette, and the Annapolis paper, The

going to sue you!" Having confirmed my

That evening, a Baltimore news crew

Capital, also sent a reporter and photo

condition -and obviously undeterred by

conducted on-the-street interviews at a strip

grapher. A Chinese language daily did

the isolation -the reporter rang our

mall near our house, and patron after patron

a story, as did Voice of America. Sharyl

doorbell a couple of hours later. Kevin

gravely insisted that the health authorities

Atkisson of CBS Evening News inter

had a duty to reveal my name to the public.

viewed me about the effects of my two

shouted for him to go away.
The next morning, the story ran in
the Post and was picked up on radio and

So now I was Typhoid Mary.
In contrast, Phuong's story was bal

television: a 45-year-old Millersville

anced and accurate. We didn't look like

woman who had just returned from China

fools, and she graciously omitted most of

with her husband and 1-year-old son was

the identifying details. But our decision to

sequestered in their home.

talk to the Post only encouraged the media.
We became a hot commodity.

The phone calls started almost imme
diately. Our builder's project manager left

First, the local television stations did

week isolation for a story on the gaps in
the public health system that the SARS
crisis had exposed.
And then, by Memorial Day, it was
over.
n retrospect, I doubt we would have
received so much attention had there been
another big story other than SARS. And

a message: Was I the woman with SARS?

telephone interviews. Then the national

He needed to know, because company

outfits wanted a piece of the action. We

despite the leak to the Post, the media

personnel had been in our home since our

agreed to cooperate as long as our names

circus would have been avoidable had

return. Recognizing the potential for

weren't used and as long as I didn't do live

Kevin and I been less accommodating.

trouble, I confessed.

interviews. We wanted to maintain at least

But I think it was better that we

the pretense of privacy, and I was sick

cooperated. We offered the press a "real"

of my business, but I know you were sick

enough to distrust my ability to censor

story rather than fodder for the kind of

in China. Listen, if it's you, I'll put 'sick

myself. I talked with the CBS Evening

speculation that fuels unfounded fears.

leave' on your timecard rather than 'annual

News and the New York Times. Unfortu

In turn, despite having to field a few silly

leave'." Recognizing that the amount

nately, members of my immediate family

questions, we were treated well.

of paid leave available to me had just

in Tennessee saw the CBS piece, and yes,

increased, I confessed. Then a girlfriend

Mom, I know you told me not to go.

My boss called next. "This is none

called. "They got the baby �s sex wrong,
14

That weekend CNN's medical reporter,

Leave it to FOX, however, to sen
sationalize our story. A few days after
I learned that I had not been infected

with the corona virus that causes SARS,

mates, asking if she was safe to be around.

a reporter for the network's D.C. affiliate

My brother Mike, an airline pilot, informed

child, a match for our family that only God

asked whether anyone had been unkind

his employer, and although the airline

could have engineered. It's that once we

to me. At the time, there were reports

allowed him to continue flying, some flight

saw her picture and knew her name, there

that some people returning from China

attendants and a first officer mutinied.

was a hook through our hearts. Even before

were being shunned by friends and

The people we knew personally,

neighbors. "Only one," I said, and

however, were kind and supportive. Some

described a humorous encounter with

of our new neighbors asked about my

another patron at a department store where

welfare while I was in isolation. Our pastor

It's not just that she is a wonderful

she was officially ours, we knew that we
were her parents.
And what parents wouldn't go?

I was awaiting checkout with Madeline.

and my in-laws handled with humor and

The author, a 1 979 Furman graduate,

The woman told her young children to stay

grace some concerned but polite inquiries

is an attorney with the U.S. Merit Systems

away from us because we might make them

from people I'd "exposed" at church.

Protection Board.

sick. FOX played that up.
Not everyone who'd been exposed

Despite being able to identify a bit
with Monica Lewinsky, we're none the

The photos by Marvin Joseph that

to us was treated so benignly. Alice, my

worse for wear. And yes, knowing what

accompany this story are © 2003,

sister-in-law, received a call from the

we know now, we'd still have gone to

The Washington Post. Reprinted

mother of one of her daughter's school-

China to get Madeline.

with permission.
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